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Negotiation Techniques (That
Really Work!)
2009-11-18

sales is all about negotiation price delivery
terms and every day salespeople leave money on the
table they just don t have the skills to get what
they want now stephan schiffman drawing on years
of experience shows you how to nail the sale hit
quotas and boost the bottom line schiffman style
negotiation is all about getting the best deal and
he outlines specific techniques to get there
things can be tough out there but with schiffman s
negotiation skills in your pocket you can do
battle and win

Stephan Schiffman's 101
Successful Sales Strategies
2005-09-01

believe in the power of miracles a special little
book an antidote to the stress fury and
unfeelingness of many people s hurried everyday
lives newsday judith leventhal and yitta
halberstam amaze and inspire with their incredible
but true story collections of wondrous true
coincidences people small miracles is a book you
ll love and cherish for a long time to come it
will make you aware of similar events that are
happening to you those touches of grace that when
we think to look for them bless us all belle
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Stephan Schiffman S Telesales
2011-08-01

believe in the power of miracles a special little
book an antidote to the stress fury and
unfeelingness of many people s hurried everyday
lives newsday judith leventhal and yitta
halberstam amaze and inspire with their incredible
but true story collections of wondrous true
coincidences people small miracles is a book you
ll love and cherish for a long time to come it
will make you aware of similar events that are
happening to you those touches of grace that when
we think to look for them bless us all belle

Stephan Schiffman's 101
Successful Sales Strategies
2005-09

having trouble closing your deals hitting a
frustrating plateau with your sales numbers feel
that upselling is a lost cause let sales guru
stephan schiffman drive your sales pitches up a
notch with his tried and true techniques and get
results immediately stephan schiffman s sales
essentials includes time tested tips on mastering
the cold call using email as a selling tool
raising the stakes to up your next buy closing the
deal every time plus you ll also find 50 surefire
questions to ask to make deal after deal year
after year packed with insider information you
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need to beat the competition you can t afford not
to read stephan schiffman s sales essentials

Stephan Schiffman's Sales
Essentials
2007-12-01

if you ve got ten minutes a day you can make a
telesales breakthrough by providing one concise
easy to read chapter for each daily coffee break
stephan schiffman s telesales second edition has
the power to transform your career and help you
post noticeable increases in your numbers in just
ten working days and transform your career after a
mere twenty one stephan schiffman has coached
thousands of sales teams across the country to
improve their telesales performance he knows
exactly what works and doesn t and in this
completely revised second edition he shares with
you all of his insider s secrets including how to
master the five ways you can increase your income
track your numbers and use them to your advantage
evaluate your performance effectively so you hit
your own goals gain control of the call leave
effective phone messages use how and why questions
to your advantage learn what s going on in the
prospect s world understand the four types of
negative responses and find out how to get past
each one turn small adjustments in your
performance into large income gains by spending
just minutes a day with this one clear concise
book you can learn everything from creating a
script to recognizing when not calling a prospect
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can increase your sales productivity to practicing
the ten traits of world class salespeople in this
highly competitive world where the obstacles
against telemarketers continue to become
increasingly daunting you can t afford not to have
these tools in your sales arsenal

Stephan Schiffman's Telesales
2003-01-01

special shrinkwrapped bundle with the stephan
schiffman sales techniques bundle you can learn
successful methods to find potential leads
negotiate favorable terms and close the sale in no
time the special anniversary edition of his
perennial bestseller cold calling techniques that
really work provides you with all of the right
tools for turning prospects into meetings and
meetings into big sales in negotiation techniques
that really work stephan schiffman draws on years
of experience and outlines specific techniques to
get the best deal in closing techniques that
really work 4th edition schiffman reveals the
pioneering techniques that have helped more than
half a million salespeople nail the sales that
matter this book includes chapters on the four
words to avoid during meetings why salespeople
shouldn t mix business with pleasure the most
important word when closing a sale and working
existing accounts follow the time tested advice of
stephan schiffman america s 1 corporate sales
trainer and take your sales career to the next
level
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Stephan Schiffman Sales
Techniques Bundle
2010-10-22

the secrets of breakout selling using his thirty
years of experience training corporate sales
forces stephan schiffman has put together a
collection of the most essential techniques for
succeeding in the field from getting leads and
cold calling to establishing a solid relationship
and closing the deal schiffman covers everything
you need to know in order to improve your
performance and make the sale inside this book you
ll find his proven sales philosophy which includes
such elements as sales don t happen unless
questions are asked an objection is an opportunity
in disguise a salesperson s responsibility is to
help the client solve a problem no one ever made a
good sale by interrupting a client whether you re
new to the field or looking for a quick refresher
you will finally be able to beat out the
competition and take your career to the next level
with the ultimate book of sales techniques

The Ultimate Book of Sales
Techniques
2013-01-18

the only goal you cannot achieve is the one you
have not yet recognized more than twenty years ago
entrepreneur stephan schiffman launched his own
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business d e i management group inc and built it
into a major financial success since then
schiffman has taught more than 300 000 salespeople
his internationally acclaimed methodology for high
efficiency selling now schiffman reveals his
innovative business building strategies from
conceptualization to cashing out in one complete
and concise guide written specifically for the
entrepreneur combining his revolutionary user
friendly approach with real life examples of his
methods at work schiff man guides you through the
four critical threshold experiences all
entrepreneurs must cross to be successful starting
out the most important early issues and key
questions how to know if you have what it takes to
be your own boss how much capital you need to
begin the pros and cons of franchises
manufacturing startups service startups and buying
existing businesses branching out making the most
of your resources why you are your own best asset
how to track progress and focus on goals how to
create your own niche in the marketplace how to
manage money people and time finding out knowing
your customers and your marketplace how to sell
even if you re a non salesperson the advantages
and disadvantages of direct marketing advertising
and publicity understanding the sales cycle and
maximizing profit growing up the keys to managed
change and growth why growth is costly but worth
it how to change with your business when to sell
the business and for how much strategies for
moving on and attacking the next challenge whether
you re just thinking about starting a business or
have already taken the plunge make it your
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business is an essential resource you can use
daily complete with information on obtaining
financing a concise guide to interviewing
potential employees and long term planning tools
it will ease your company s growing pains while
helping you build the business of your dreams

Make It Your Business
2012-09-29

get the summary of stephan schiffman s the 25 most
common sales mistakes and how to avoid them in 20
minutes please note this is a summary not the
original book the 25 most common sales mistakes
and how to avoid them by stephan schiffman
provides practical advice for sales professionals
emphasizing the importance of dedication
discipline and effective resource utilization
schiffman an active sales professional and trainer
shares insights on the sales process stressing the
need for salespeople to listen actively understand
customer perspectives and build trust through
genuine engagement

Summary of Stephan Schiffman's
The 25 Most Common Sales Mistakes
and How to Avoid Them
2024-03-27

please note this is a companion version not the
original book sample book insights 1 the only way
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to help a client do things better is to find out
how and why they are doing them now this means
asking questions and listening to the answers you
ll quickly discover that the client can do a lot
of your work for you 2 it is important to know
what kind of next step you want to ask for at the
conclusion of the meeting the next step must be
helpful logical and easy for the prospect to agree
to it must also be connected to a specific date
and time 3 during your initial meeting ask
questions such as how s business and what would
you have done in such and such an area if i hadn t
called you 4 at the outset of your relationship
with a prospect you don t know their unique
challenges opportunities crises and compromises
you don t know their history typical clients or
the level of success or failure they ve achieved
in reaching and satisfying their clients

Summary of Stephan Schiffman's
The Ultimate Book of Sales
Techniques
2022-05-18T22:59:00Z

times are tough all over wall street is shivering
and consumer confidence is dropping like a rock
yet it s possible for the enterprising salesperson
to still gain prospects sign new clients and close
the deal all it takes is persistence energy some
new thinking and the advice of stephan schiffman
american s top corporate sales trainer schiffman
shows you how to treat customers individually make
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life easier for customers in bad times show that
bad times won t last forever reorient their
thinking now to prepare for the future across
america the sales landscape is changing swiftly
but even in an economic downturn salespeople can
survive and thrive the key to success is to learn
how to sell when no one is buying

Selling When No One is Buying
2009-05-18

many salespeople can line up prospects recite the
benefits of their product or service and stir the
interest of their client but when it comes to
actually closing the deal they fail and the sale
falls apart that s where sales guru stephan
schiffman comes in and saves the sale in this book
schiffman reveals the pioneering techniques that
have helped more than half a million salespeople
nail the sales that matter this book includes
chapters on the four words to avoid during
meetings why salespeople shouldn t mix business
with pleasure the most important word when closing
a sale working existing accounts

Power Sales Presentations
1989

expert q a that wins the deal every time the key
to more sales is closing more deals and sales guru
stephan schiffman knows all the tricks and
techniques you need to do just that organized in a
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simple question and answer format that allows you
to implement new strategies virtually overnight
this new schiffman classic is a gold mine of
practical information for all salespeople
newcomers and veterans alike the 250 sales
questions to close the deal offers cutting edge
sales questions in six core areas to help you
initiate contact with prospective clients build
rapport with your customers help secure the next
step with every prospect craft customized
presentations cope with setbacks or obstacles
negotiate and finalize the best deals no matter
what you re selling or to whom you re selling it
you ll sell more with stephan schiffman by your
side

Stephan Schiffman's One Hundred
One Successful Sales Techniques
2006

some people are born to sell stephan schiffman is
not one of those people but he is one of the best
salespeople around because he patiently and
carefully trained himself to watch born
salespeople and learn how they did it now this
acclaimed sales guru passes these secrets of
successful selling on to you attitude is money
right attitude right look warming up to cold
calling getting the appointment closing the deal
if you follow stephan schiffman s winning formula
you can discover the right words and the right
approach because you ve not only learned to sell
you ve learned to sell like the best
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Stephan Schiffman's Telemarketing
1992-01-01

follow the advice of stephan schiffman america s 1
corproate sales trainer and take your career to
the next level this special anniversary edition of
his perennial bestseller cold calling techniques
that really work provides you with all of the
right tools for turning prospects into meetings
and meetings into big sales this easy to follow
guide helps you beat today s cold calling
obstacles such as voice mail cell phones and e
mail schiffman s professional experience and
corporate wisdom guarantee your future success the
anniversary edition of cold calling techniques
packs in plenty of potential leads to help you
hunt down more business give yourself the edge
cold calling techniques is the one book you need
to make your sales opportunities better pitches
stronger and commissions greater

Closing Techniques (That Really
Work!)
2009-02-18

game changing terms every salesperson should know
wouldn t you like your prospects to know that you
can help them develop new solutions create
substantial efficiencies and improve profit
margins in order for them to even give you the
time of day though you ll need to be prepared with
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the words and phrases that will get you in the
door stephan schiffman america s number one
corporate sales trainer has gathered a powerful
list of words and phrases that every successful
salesperson needs in order to gain the competitive
edge leave a lasting and positive impression and
ultimately make a sale pulled from his sessions
and key discussion points these important terms
will help you turn leads into prospects learn more
about your clients needs convey the ability to
meet your clients demands overcome objections
during negotiations with the 250 power words that
sell you will watch your performance soar as you
beat out the competition and surpass quota every
quarter

The 250 Sales Questions To Close
The Deal
2005-04-01

america s 1 corporate sales trainer shows readers
how to qualify a prospect by phone what
constitutes an effective follow up what approach
to take when prospects have received direct mail
appeal beforehand how best to close the sale over
the phone plus hot tips from today s best
telemarketers

Sell Like the Best
2009-03-18
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as the marketplace gets younger salespeople who
excelled in the game before the advent of google
im and the smart phone need a boost this book is
the perfect resource for the older salesperson who
wants to regain his or her competitive edge in the
marketplace with trademark practical advice and
strategies stephan schiffman guides readers
through decisions they must make every day whether
to shift to a company with an older boss how to
get a handle on new sales related technology why
the marketplace is different today and what you
can do about it when the time is right to think
about retirement and more this book is filled with
quality advice and comments on aging from such
luminaries as elie wiesel cartoonist scott adams
and author robert b parker with this book by their
side older salespeople will regain the advantage
and see their sales and commissions soar

Cold Calling Techniques
2007-07-03

25 top sales techniques insider tips to help you
sell more sets out a number of critical sales
skills all of which combine to create a superior
selling style this book explains how you too can
stand out in sales

The 250 Power Words That Sell
2012-12-18

25 sales mistakes is essential for any
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professional or organization committed to sales
excellence michael a berman chief operating
officer outside ventures in the newest edition of
this valuable manual stephan schiffman offers
updated advice to salespeople about getting
prospects and making the sale it s not just what
you do it s what you don t do don t sell against a
competitor don t be satisfied don t stop getting
ideas don t use boilerplate proposals don t
overuse e mail the book also includes a new
introduction and updated text schiffman offers
salespeople the kind of advice from listening to
the client to following up on the sale that has
made him the best corporate sales trainer today
with schiffman s book in their pocket salepeople
can avoid common blunders and make the sale

S. Schiffman's Telemarketing
1997-01-01

having trouble closing your deals hitting a
frustrating plateau with your sales numbers feel
that upselling is a lost cause let sales guru
stephan schiffman drive your sales pitches up a
notch with his tried and true techniques and get
results immediately stephan schiffman s sales
essentials includes time tested tips on mastering
the cold call using email as a selling tool
raising the stakes to up your next buy closing the
deal every time plus you ll also find 50 surefire
questions to ask to make deal after deal year
after year packed with insider information you
need to beat the competition you can t afford not
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to read stephan schiffman s sales essentials

The Career Salesperson
2009-01-17

a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a great
book for every reader

25 Top Sales Techniques
1992

the book shows you how to integrate the closing
process into a productive professional sales cycle
and turn prospects into allies not adversaries

The 25 Most Common Sales Mistakes
and How to Avoid Them
2009-07-18

sales guru stephan schiffman shows you how to give
your presentation the ultimate wow factor in a
business world moving at the speed of blackberries
and bluetooth sales presentation techniques
teaches you how to get and keep your audience s
attention you will be ready to tackle the toughest
boardrooms and conference halls after learning the
dos and don ts of powerpoint how to properly
prepare the day of your presentation strategic
differences between presenting to an individual
versus a group the correct way to handle
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distractions how to maintain and grow client
relations and much more regarded as america s 1
salesperson schiffman promises to make your
presentations sharper and more effective thereby
making your sales and commissions much greater
stephan schiffman has trained more than 500 000
salespeople at such firms as at t information
systems chemical bank manufacturer s hanover trust
motorola and u s health care schiffman is
president of d e i management group and the author
of such bestselling books as cold calling
techniques that really work and closing techniques
that really work

Stephan Schiffman's Sales
Essentials
2008-01-01

you rely on your key accounts for repeat business
over time but with stephan schiffman s tips and
strategies you ll find out how to increase your
sales to these accounts and solidify your
relationship as partners in the sales process in
mastering your key accounts stephan schiffman
shows you how to implement a winning selling
philosophy based on taking calculated risks and
stirring things up within existing accounts he
gives you the tools to build key strategic
alliances in all of your accounts inside you ll
find sure fire strategies to build alliances and
win over critical constituents develop and refine
a major account mapping worksheet devise a growth
action plan for key accounts finalize an action
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plan that extends your network within the major
account as america s recognized 1 sales trainer
stephan schiffman promises to give you proven
advice that will boost your business and your
bottom line

Upselling Techniques
2005-02-28

everyone knows about the business potential
represented by the huge millennial age group but
how do you manage the next generation millennial
sales force required to reach this gigantic market
meet your new sales force they love collaboration
live and breathe technology and happily bring
assignments home they also show up late resist
authority text their friends in meetings and job
hop like there s no tomorrow you can bark orders
all you want but it won t work with millennials to
get great sales results you need to let go of old
school approaches and learn to speak their
language creating sales stars is your field guide
to managing today s emerging sales professionals
packed with generational insights and surefire
strategies the book helps you create a back bench
of future sales leaders fire them up and keep them
focused on sales establish a fun meaningful
environment train them and retain them apply the
right pressure teach without preaching ensure they
feel valued mine their tech savvy millennials
crave feedback flexibility and opportunities to
grow this frank and incisive book shows how to
give them what they need and achieve the results
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you want

Closing Techniques (2nd)
1999-09-01

now you can join the hundreds of thousands of
salespeople who have followed stephen schiffman s
advice and watch your performance soar schiffman
lets you in on the industry s best kept secrets
learn how to convert leads to sales motivate
yourself and motivate others give killer
presentations and keep your sense of humor this
new edition includes new examples using the latest
advances in sales presentation technology up to
date cases of these successful habits in action
five bonus habits showing readers how to overcome
mistakes set sales timetables and reexamine
processes to shore up weaknesses if you re a
salesperson looking to succeed this is the book
for you

Sales Presentation Techniques
2007-07-03

the sales culture of the twenty first century is
one where decisions are often made on the fly
calls are not thought out and communication is
based on onscreen ramblings hitting send and
seeing what happens next while e mail has made it
easier for salespeople to communicate than ever
before it s crucial to your success that your
message is clear concise and to the point renowned
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sales guru stephan schiffman understands the
unique benefits and challenges of using e mail as
a sales tool e mail selling techniques delivers
dependable strategies to help you understand when
and how to use e mail to communicate with a client
or prospect e mail selling techniques offers
essential guidelines for the proper length and
format of sales e mails advice on tone and content
tips for writing attention grabbing subject lines
identifying when a phone call might be more
appropriate if you rely on computers and portable
e mail devices to do business stephan schiffman
will show you how to use technology to your
advantage and get the deal done the author stephan
schiffman america s 1 corporate sales trainer is
the author of dozens of bestselling books
including cold calling techniques that really work
5th edition and the 250 sales questions to close
the deal his clients include aetna at t blue cross
blue shield boise office solutions chevrontexaco
cox communications emc federal express ibm merrill
lynch motorola the new york times sony and waste
management

Mastering Your Key Accounts
2006-10-30

since 1978 soundview executive book summaries has
offered its subscribers condensed versions of the
best business books published each year focused
insightful and practical soundview s summaries
have been acclaimed as the definitive selection
service for the sophisticated business book reader
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now soundview is bringing together summaries of
eighteen classic and contemporary sales books
including seven never before published summaries
here in one easy to digest volume is just about
everything you ever wanted to know about sales the
summarized titles cover every aspect of superior
salesmanship from some of the most acclaimed and
legendary sales gurus for instance brian tracy
gives new and experiences salespeople additional
ways to improve their numbers in be a sales
superstar tom hopkins provides advice and
encouragement to transform the average salesperson
into a champion in how to master the art of
selling chet holmes presents his twelve key
strategies for doubling sales in any company in
the ultimate sales machine zig ziglar bridges the
past and present of sales strategy in ziglar on
selling john maxwell explains the winning attitude
marc miller helps sales professionals eliminate
the adversarial stigma in a seat at the table the
collective wisdom contained in the sales guru can
help any salesperson on his or her journey to
becoming a sales guru

Creating Sales Stars
2018-10-16

stephan schiffman can make a believer and a winner
out of almost anyone ken and daria dolan former
hosts of cnn s dolans unscripted all great
salespeople have one skill in common they know how
to build powerful relationships that benefit
everyone stephan schiffman america s top sales
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trainer has taught this maxim with impressive
results to more than 600 000 salespeople at some
of the world s top companies in make the sale
happen before lunch he offers 50 proven easy to
implement strategies you can use to get your next
phone call returned set up a meeting with a
reluctant prospect formulate one simple question
to learn where you stand with your contact rebound
instantly from real or perceived obstacles frame
questions to get a favorable response recast your
product to fit your contact s specific needs once
you master schiffman s 50 cut to the chase
strategies you ll get in the habit of setting
something important in motion for the future each
and every business day

The 25 Sales Habits of Highly
Successful Salespeople
2008-06

a simon schuster ebook simon schuster has a great
book for every reader

25 Sales Secrets of Highly
Effective Salespeople. [read by
Stephan Schiffman].
2006-11-30

with information about the newest technology
trends america s 1 corporate trainer shows how to
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take the cold out of cold calling

E-Mail Selling Techniques
2010-08-05

the consultant s handbook is the definitive
resource for readers who want to enter one of
today s most exciting challenging and potentially
lucrative career fields consulting stephan
schiffman shows readers how to predict and prepare
for the most common business problems attract
clients during the first crucial months with
virtually no marketing budget determine what rates
to charge and how to collect fees write winning
proposals that encourage repeat business for most
people not knowing these fundamentals often leads
to expensive mistakes hit or miss reactions to
critical business problems cost beginning
consultants money clients time and in many cases
their practices the consultant s handbook provides
the information readers need to avoid these
pitfalls

The Sales Gurus
2011-12-01

teaches you how to build your communication skills
listen to your clients sell a personal
relationship boost your confidence create client
confidence deliver quality customer service p 4 of
cover
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Make the Sale Happen Before
Lunch: 50 Cut-to-the-Chase
Strategies for Getting the
Business Results You Want
(PAPERBACK)
2004-06-04

25 Most Dangerous Sales Myths
2003-09-01

Cold Calling Techniques 5th
Edition
2000-06

The Consultant's Handbook
1993

Power Sales Presentations
2012-11-29
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Secrets of Selling Services:
Everything You Need to Sell What
Your Customer Can’t See—from
Pitch to Close
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